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By now, I hope most of you have had a chance to watch the 

presentations the PNW staff put together for our virtual grower 

meeting.  If you have not, please go to pnw.coop and take the time to 

watch these videos.  Everyone did a fantastic job with a tremendous 

amount of useful information. 

I am not sure where the time goes anymore.  One day we are in 

the middle of harvesting the biggest crop we have ever seen and the 

next minute we are looking at harvest starting again in 5 months.  We 

still have a lot of grain to ship over the next several months, but we are 

on track to get done just before harvest starts. 

With only 4-5 months left before harvest we will be spending 

our time wisely as we have several projects that will be started in the 

next few weeks.  Right after harvest we sat down as a group and identi-

fied areas where we need to focus on improving.  Even though the list is 

long and impossible to complete in one year we found several areas 

where we wanted to start. 

1.) Garfield - We have more than doubled the lifting capacity at Garfield.  

Between the concrete elevator and the crib house we can lift almost 

14,000 bushel per hour.  This means your truck will get back to the 

field faster.   

 

2.) SRT – We will be adding a scale before the pit, so trucks do not have 

to back up to dump in the pit.  Also, we will be adding a kiosk system 

like our Dusty station to help facilitate the paperwork process and 

decrease your wait time on the scale.  We expect to increase lifting 

capacity by 20% with these few changes.  More trucks dumped per 

hour means faster return time back to the field. 

 

3.) Ewartsville – We will be installing a pit and a 12,000 bu/hr leg.  It will 

be installed between the steel tanks and the ground pile.  This will 

allow us to quickly dump any size truck (no more backing up to a 

belt conveyor!!!!).  This will be used for grain only; pulses will still 

have to be dumped inside the crib.            ~Continued 
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Company/CEO Update ~ Shawn O’Connell 
~ Continued 

4.) Genesee – We are installing a reclaim system in one of the ground piles that will allow us to load trucks at 

harvest. By doing this we can continue to dump on the ground pile and use the 16,000 bu/hr lifting capaci-

ty until harvest is completed. 

 

5.) Spangle - Reconstructing the open pit to allow grain to flow freely into the leg.  This will increase lifting ca-

pacity from roughly 4,500 bu/hr to over 10,000 bu/hr   

 

6.) McCoy – We will be adding the same kiosk system that we have at Dusty.  This system has been proven to 

be easier to use and help decrease your wait time on the scale.  We will also be adding another grain probe 

that will be located by the outbound scale.  We feel by having the probe located by the outbound scale 

allows better traffic flow for both inbound and outbound trucks.  

 I am really excited about these projects.  Everything we are doing is designed to be able to return your 

truck back to the field faster, so your combine isn’t sitting idle waiting for trucks.   I hope you will realize the 

benefits of these improvements this coming harvest. 

 

 I know a lot of members are still asking about the status of our finances.  This is understandable, espe-

cially after these last two years.  Please keep in mind our fiscal year ends on May 31st.  So, we still have 4 

months to go before we can close out our year.  However, I am very pleased to report that we are doing very 

well and showing a strong positive number and I expect our profitability to improve even more by our fiscal 

year end.  I am looking forward to sending out patronage checks this coming July.  It is because of our mem-

bers continued support and the determination of our employees that have helped turned things around.  I 

want to personally thank each and everyone for your continued support.  I am looking forward to the end of a 

great year and the beginning of an even better year. 

 

Seed Varieties We Are Offering This Spring 

 

 
Soft White Spring Wheat: Ryan, Seahawk, Tekoa, WB 6121, Whit, JD and Melba 
DNS: WB 9668, WB 9303 and AP Renegade 
Barley: CDC Connect, Lenetah and Haybet Hay Bly. Also carrying Ottana Oats. 
Canola: CP9978TF & CP955RR 
Peas: Banner, Aragorn & Ginny 
Lentils: Pardina & Brewers 
Chickpeas: Billy Beans, Nash, Sierras & Sawyers  
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 For being in a La Nina weather pattern, our predicted “cold/wet” winter had not materialized…until 
now! As I write this, we have a 12-14” of snow in Genesee and still snowing. We were fortunate to have snow 
cover on the Southern Palouse when the polar vortex moved in the 2nd week of February. Time will tell if 
there was winter damage on the Northern Palouse but if any damage occurred, it should be isolated on the 
ridge tops where the wind chill was the lowest. Fortunately, the wheat should have hardened off with it grad-
ually getting cold. We do have a good supply of Whit or WB 6121 in reserve if some reseeding has to occur.  
 
 As of right now, most of our growers have their spring grain choices locked in along with record acre-
age of canola due to strong market values of both crops. Pulses, being the slowest to react to stronger com-
modity have many producers scratching their heads on what to grow. We hope this letter will help clear the 
water. Due to COVID, we didn’t have our In-Person Grower’s Meeting. Instead, we all stared at our computer 
screens and posted our recorded presentations on our website: pnw.coop The Grower Meeting Link is on our 
main page and clicking on it will take you to all of our individual presentations located on the Agronomy Page 
of our website. Last, you no longer need a password or login to view anything on the agronomy site.  Many 
growers liked the virtual format other than they missed visiting with their neighbors or downing a few donuts 
with coffee…next year!  
                                                                                                                                 
 Instead of filling four pages of variety descriptions like I normally do, I encourage you to watch the 
presentations or scroll through our Research Compendium to form your own opinion on what to grow this 
coming year. Jake Gelineau’s winter wheat presentation was filled with a ton of information including several 
new ww varieties we will be offering next fall. We plan to do a similar video/presentation late August/Early 
September go over our 2021 plot results to assist in your decision making on what to plant. We have over 40 
new winter wheat lines we are currently testing plus another 40 commercial varieties that are currently avail-
able. Last, we will be having our in-person summer field days at Oakesdale and Genesee that will have pesti-
cide credits and food! It’s a great time to visit and should give you quick glimpse of the up and comers. As I 
write this, we should still be able to get you any variety you may choose for pulses or spring wheat, and we 
still have some canola seed tucked away. Already mentioned, but we do have additional spring wheat seed 
sourced if there is some winter kill. We will send out our seed counts when we get closer to spring work.  
 
 Last, I’m happy to announce our 2020 Summer Intern, 
Shannen Ney, will be joining the staff after graduating from the U 
of I in December. He will be the Johnson/Colton/Chambers/
Pullman regional manager assisting in seed, harvest, marketing, 
and agronomy. Shannen worked in Genesee during high school 
with maintenance, shoveling bins and dumping trucks at harvest. 
The past 3 summers he worked for a local Genesee Grower. 
Shannen recently got married to his wife Sarah, who works for 
the City of Moscow and their excited to raise their family on the 
Palouse. He’s a great guy and will help fill the shoes of Jerry Mraz 
who retired a year ago. I look forward to working with him in the 
future and introducing Shannen to all you growers this coming 
summer. 
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 We are excited to announce Teraxxa received Washington Registration the end of January and re-
ceived Oregon Registration the first week of February. Idaho finally approved Registration the 2nd week of 
February. We worked closely with BASF to get this product to the market and excited to be able to offer it 
this spring. Teraxxa has a new active ingredient, Broflanilide, that eliminates wireworm. All our barley and 
soft white spring will be treated with Teraxxa F4, Relenya and generic Gaucho. This package also includes a 
strong fungicide package, and with the addition of this new insecticide will reduce wireworms in your field 
by up to 90%! This new package increases your seed costs roughly $2/acre but your ROI for the current 
spring grain crop, plus following crops, will greatly improve. With the late Idaho registration, we are current-
ly treating DNS in Genesee with our PNW Grand Slam with a high rate of Imidacloprid and Lumivia. It is a 
new insecticide from Corteva containing the active ingredient Chlorantraniliprole. It too will cause good 
wireworm mortality. JD club wheat does not have hessian fly resistance, so we chose to use this package on 
it as well to help control early season hessian fly. Due to higher wheat prices for our seed production and 
using these new insecticides, our average spring wheat seed is a $1.00/bu higher than last year. But we 
have seen up to a 30-40 bu/acre yield increase in those areas of your fields where wireworm populations 
are high. Not only do wireworms impact yield, but the other issue these thinner stands cause is weed es-
capes. Did you notice how many spring grain fields last year broke to Italian rye, wild oats or dog fennel in 
the wetter draws where wireworm thinned the stands? Below are the results of our 2020 wireworm trial at 
Genesee.  
 
 Regarding our barley seed, we have chosen to use Teraxxa as well. Even though wireworm do not 
have near the economic impact on barley, eliminating wireworms in your field will only help your subse-
quent crops as well. In addition, our CDC Connect malt barley seed production had to be contracted in Cana-
da last year greatlyincreasing costs. We are happy to announce though that we recently obtained a license 
to raise our own Connect seed for next year which will substantially bring down seed costs.  
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2021 Seed Treat Packages ~Continued 

 Unfortunately, Teraxxa or Lumivia is not yet labeled on pulses which would greatly help all you 
lentil growers. For lentils, we will continue to go a higher rate of Imidacloprid and will again use Intego for 
aphanamyces root rot suppression. This oomycete fungicide increased yields up to 400 lbs/acre in our pre-
vious years’ trials.  
 
 Our large chickpea seed, both Sierra and Nash will again have Intego for metalaxyl-resistant Pythi-
um. This one fungicide alone adds $3-4/acre in additional seed costs, but there were numerous competi-
tors fields last year that had numerous ½ acre “holes” due to seed decay when Intego is not used for Pythi-
um protection. In addition, we are going to use a maximum TBZ (thiabendazole) rate of 2 oz/cwt and add-
ing Rancona for Ascochyta blight. This should provide early season protection from blight seeing how we 
will have heavy infection carrying over from last year’s chickpeas. The other product we will be treating on 
both our small and large chickpea varieties is LALRise, a new Bacillus product offered from Lallemand. This 
will be applied on the seed along with our seed treats and will live on the seed up to 1.5 years after appli-
cation. This bacterium feeds on mineralized phosphate making it available to plant and increasing yields 
from 80-200 lbs/acre. No longer will we need to use Tagteam and this option gives us about a 35% savings 
per acre over Tagteam. We will also be offering Lallemand brand chickpea inoculants, either peat (LalFix 
Duo ST) or liquid (LalFix Duo SL). We were able to get this bought in at a comparable price to our tradition-
al inoculants, but this high-quality inoculant has a 2X or greater population of rhizobium per bag! 
 
 One of the advantages of having our own research/trialing program is the ability to test an array of 
seed treat products and rates. Since we do not offer treat on demand, we carefully choose products/rates 
that will give you at least a 4 to 1 return on your seed treat investment. Our ultimate priority is selling the 
best genetics with the best possible treat packages. If you’ve been considering adding additional products 
to your seed, Jake Gelineau has come up with a solution for those interested!  
 
Seed Ordering/Seed Outlets 
 I know I’m biased, but I honestly feel we have the best seed/field staff in the industry and provide 
the best quality seed in the market at a competitive price. We spend a lot of time/effort to ensure that 
your seed is weed free, has great vigor and is treated with the best protection available. So please consider 
PNW for your seed needs this Spring and contact any of the following individuals for advice or to place an 
order. We will continue to allow seed returns at each of our locations with the exception if seed has been 
contaminated. Canola seed can only be returned in un-opened bags.  Thank you for your business!  
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 New for this spring we will be offering an option for liquid inoculant on chickpeas.  We will be carrying 

products from Lallemand for both liquid and peat inoculants.  The peat-based products may offer a slight ad-

vantage over liquid under prolonged cold soil conditions.  An example of this would be if it turns cold after 

planting and the seed sits there for several weeks before germinating.  The liquid product adds convenience 

and consistency of application.  The liquid product can be applied using an application tank that will be availa-

ble to purchase from us. These are 10-gallon cone bottom tanks with a shurflow pump that runs a spray tip 

applying inoculant to the seed before it enters the drill box. The applicator can be mounted to the seed truck 

or the drill if running a seed cart.  I built a couple of these to test last year and we had them in service for 

about 2,000 acres of Nash.  AgPro in Lewiston is going to build replicas of these for us.  Wilber-Ellis has gra-

ciously agreed to cost-share ¼ of the price and we will cover ¼ as well.  Grower cost will be approximately 

$300 and will be added to your seed bill if you want one.  Both growers who had these for testing last year 

loved this system and will not go back to the peat bags.  We are by no means saying growers must make the 

switch, in fact we are anticipating most growers will stick with the peat for this spring.  The idea is to give an 

option for liquid as it is not being applied at the seed plants like we have done in the past.   

 The other nice thing about these applicators is the other possibilities for use.  We will be offering two 

products that could go on your wheat crop this spring or fall.  The first is a micronutrient package from Wilber-

Ellis called STEPUP SP (pulses are also on label, but testing will need to be done to see if it will be compatible 

with inoculant).  This is a nutritional seed treatment containing protein hydrolysate obtained from proteins 

and amino acids, soluble potash, Manganese and Zinc.  The formulation is 4% N, 4% K2O, 2.5% Mn (Chelated), 

and 2.5% Zn (Chelated).  Chelated formulations encapsulate Mn and Zn enabling them to stay plant available 

instead of being tied up in the soil.  This product results in enhanced germination and growth, increased respi-

ration, stimulates root development, and helps with disease tolerance.  Maybe a nice addition on your spring 

wheat? Available in 2.5 gal jugs at $156/gal at a 1oz/cwt rate. Total cost is $1.25/acre for spring cereals. 

 We are also offering a liquid Zinc product from Wilber-Ellis called STEPUP Zn.  This micronutrient prod-

uct contains 7% N and 9% Zinc with both EDTA and IDS chelates.  Chelated Zn will move with rainfall and re-

main active and available to plant roots.  This product can be used in conjunction with STEPUP SP.  In addition, 

there are several different nutrient or biological products in the market that several of you have expressed 

interest in the past, and now you would have the opportunity to self-apply these seed treat products or even 

have your own on-farm research trials if so desired. StepUp Zn – 2.5 gal jugs at $60/gallon at a 4 oz/cwt use 

rate. Total cost is $1.85/acre for spring cereals.  
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Garb Inoculant Update/Tailgate Applicators ~ Jake Gelineau 
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Garb Inoculant Update/Tailgate Applicators ~Continued 

 Another change this season is we are using another Lallemand product called Techno Start that con-

tains Bacillus.  This product will go into the slurry tank alongside the fungicide at the seed plant and will re-

main viable on the seed for 18 months. Techno Start contains a rhizobacteria (Bacillus velezensis) that helps 

the plant solubilize both organic and inorganic Phosphorus making it more available in the soil.  This elimi-

nates the need to use TagTeam which also 

contained Bacillus enabling us to use a 

more cost-effective peat or liquid rhizobi-

um. This product will be included on all our 

chickpea seed for 2021 and is included in 

our seed price.       

     

     

     

   

 

 

 

 Confused or need a bit more information?  There is a PowerPoint presentation recorded on our web-

site where I walk through what your options are this spring for inoculant.  We do have a time constraint on 

figuring out interest for the liquid inoculant and applicators as we need to get the applicators made and en-

sure we have enough liquid inoculant available.  We encourage you to reach out to your field staff contact or 

local office if you want to pursue this option.  We will also be reaching out so we can get it figured out as soon 

as possible.  I would be remiss if I didn’t mention pricing as this may affect your decisions as well.  The liquid 

product is more expensive. The peat option equates to $1.47/cwt ($22/bag for 1,500 lbs of seed) while the 

liquid option works out to $3.10/cwt ($310/bag for 10,000 lbs of seed).  Is it worth paying up to go liquid?  I 

think for growers covering a lot of acres it 

makes a lot of sense, you set the pressure and 

once its dialed in you can pretty much forget 

about it. The nice thing is this product does 

not change viscosity with temperature 

change, so flow is extremely consistent.  In 

the end it is what makes the most sense to 

you.  If you have any questions or would like 

to get an applicator ordered, please give me a 

call at 208-553-8617. Have a great spring! 

Jake Gelineau   
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Wheat Market Update ~ Randy Olstad 

China, Covid and world weather are the driving topics in the market today.   

 1.) China world grain demand has been something that U.S. producers have been dreaming about for a 

long time. It seems like China has a bottomless need for corn, beans, and wheat. China hog operations have 

been growing at a good clip and China has been selling their wheat reserves into their domestic market at val-

ues higher than world values. The wheat of choice so far for China has been SWW for the simple reason its 

cheapest. DNS exports to China have been limited due to the ergot grade factors. This has put Canada in the 

forefront in DNS exports to China. 

 2.) Covid has disrupted grain shipments around the world. Importing countries are wanting to build the 

grain reserves and are chasing the market somewhat.  

 3.) Brazils dry spring crop conditions made for late plantings and now those late plantings are leading to 

a late harvest.  This could swing more demand for Corn and Soybeans to the U.S. until the South American crop 

can be harvested and shipped.  Argentina is dry and need of rain. Russia had a large 2020 wheat crop, but they 

went into winter dry and experienced extreme cold weather. Russia now has a 38% export tax on their wheat 

to keep their domestic values lower. The U.S. weather hasn’t been much better in the Midwest. Montana did 

see some early October snow but since then has been on the dry side. Western Kansas and Colorado have been 

dry this winter.  Then last week we saw a cold blast that took temps to extreme lows all the way down to 

Brownsville, Texas. This storm system did bring snow with it. But when 18% of the Texas crop headed out how 

good is a little snow?  

 We haven’t seen grain values this high since 2012/13 and it’s too early to predict what kind of winter 

kill percentage has been done in the midwestern U.S. “I have been told that wheat is a weed and is hard to kill,” 

we will see. But will we see the China demand will continue? The Australian wheat crop was close to a record 

this year at 33 million metric ton and will be an export force in months ahead. We are seeing increased seeding 

in U.S. corn, soybeans, wheat, and canola. With decreases in pulses.  

 Corn and soybeans will be the go-to crops in the Midwest this year. After that you will see a big in-

crease in Canola acres in Montana, North Dakota, Idaho, and Washington. I see DNS and pulses losing acreage 

in these states and could be the sleeper markets in the coming months into next year.          

Canola/Barley Update ~ Riley Brown 
 Malt: PNW will be offering malt barley contract at, $200/ton on the 1st 3000 lbs, Variety is Connect in-

stead of Copeland.  Malt barley is one of the few spring crops that has not experienced a strong rally in the last 

six months. The reason being feed and veg oil demand has been substantial while Covid restrictions have left 

malt demand stagnant at best. Rumors in the marketplace that China has bought 1 million metric tons of feed 

barley from Canada and 2 million metric tons from France which points to them still having strong feed demand 

into next crop year. With malt and feed values getting closer it means maltsters either need to hope there are 

enough growers committed to their rotations to maintain production or they will need to compete to make 

sure their acres get into the ground.  

 Canola: Looking at the charts for canola, corn, soybeans, and palm oil there has been a major push to 

the upside over the last few months, to the point where the market is incredibly tight and is rationing old crop 

demand by continuing to push the price higher. The main culprit for the rally is China, they have had a huge 

appetite for oilseed crops and veg oil pushing the prices higher as they try to supplement a weak domestic corn 

crop while growing their pig herds. We will see an expansion of acres locally. Logistics will play a big part this 

year, having a home at harvest time and a backup plan are advisable given the drastic year-over-year increase.  
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Pulse Market Update and 2021 Spring Pulse Program ~ Mac Reynolds 
Spring is almost here, and it is time to evaluate your options for pulse crops this year.  

With the current values on wheat and canola it is a little disappointing to see that pulse crops have been slow 

to react to the increased demand we are seeing for US products. On the garbanzo market we look to India for 

direction.  This year India has a 4.4% increase in planted garbanzo acres over last year, however, industry esti-

mates have the area of large kabuli garbanzos seeded down 13% from last year.  The reduction in India’s large 

kabuli acreage should help increase demand for US Chickpeas.  

China continues to be a good market for US Green Peas.  Buyers like our varieties and quality that they are pur-

chasing and are willing to pay up for the peas relative to other origins.  As we move towards the end of our 

shipping season and transition into new crop there should be some additional opportunity for increased values.  

I do not anticipate a huge upswing in pea values, but 2-3 cents above current market values should be in the 

cards.  

Lentil markets continue to be sluggish, as we move into new crop, I anticipate values will start to increase.  Ves-

sel delays have caused shipments to arrive later than anticipated for our international markets and buyers have 

their nearby needs covered.  Buyers will be looking to cover in their needs this summer before harvest and that 

should help prices as we get into May and June.   

We are seeing a bit of a transition in feed markets as well.  Due to the relatively high values of corn and soy-

beans many feeders are turning back to pulse crops as an alternative feed source.  As we move into the sum-

mer months this should help reduce remaining supplies and give support to better new crop values across the 

board.   

Despite the mess that is global logistics we continue to see demand for US Pulse Crops.  Recently we have start-

ed to see prices appreciate in peas and garbanzos and I think as we get into summer there will be an opportuni-

ty for prices to come up a little more.  For the near-term, logistics struggles will keep the lid on prices but as we 

get into late summer we should (hopefully) see vessel schedules start to normalize and help keep cargo moving 

at a more normal pace.   

PNW Pulse Program Spring 2021 
Garbanzos 
Nash/Sierra/Sawyer  

1st 500 pounds of production at $28/22/5 
 

Billy Beans 
1st 1,000 pounds of production at $20/cwt  
*All Billy Beans will be contracted at this level* 
 

Billy Beans Optional  
Up to next 750 Pounds of production at $15/CWT 
 

Green Peas 

1st 500 pounds of production at $14/CWT 
 

Lentils 

Lentil program coming soon.   
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MISSION STATEMENT 

PNW is a local farmer-owned 

cooperative that provide  

sustainable innovation, value, 

resources and infrastructure 

to our members, and superior 

quality and product diversity 

to our customers. 

 

 

Genesee 117 W Chestnut Genesee, ID 83832  
Phone: (208)285-1141 

Colfax 204 N Main Colfax, WA 99111 
Phone: (509)397-4381 

Rosalia 120 S 5th Rosalia, WA 99170 
Phone: (509)523-3511 

Fairfield 102 S Railroad Ave Fairfield, WA 99012 
Phone:  (509)283-2124 

 


